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A quantum-mechanical investigation of oxygen
vacancies and copper doping in the orthorhombic
CaSnO3 perovskite†

Jefferson Maul, *abc Iêda Maria Garcia dos Santos,b Julio Ricardo Sambrano,c

Silvia Casassa a and Alessandro Erba a

In this study we explore the implications of oxygen vacancy formation and of copper doping in the

orthorhombic CaSnO3 perovskite, by means of density functional theory, focusing on energetic and

electronic properties. In particular, the electronic charge distribution is analyzed by Mulliken, Hirshfeld-I,

Bader and Wannier approaches. Calculations are performed at the PBE and the PBE0 level (for doping

with Cu, only PBE0), with both spin-restricted and spin-unrestricted formulations; unrestricted calculations

are used for spin-polarized cases and for the naturally open-shell cases (Cu doping). An oxygen vacancy is

found to have the tendency to reduce Sn neighbors by giving rise to an energy band within the energy

band-gap of the pristine system, close to the valence band. At variance with what happens in the CaTiO3

perovskite (also investigated here), an oxygen vacancy in the CaSnO3 perovskite is found to lose two

valence electrons and thus to be positively charged so that no F-center is formed. Regarding Cu doping,

when one Sn atom is substituted by a Cu one, the most stable configuration corresponds to having

the Cu atom as a first neighbor to the vacancy. These findings shed some light on the catalytic and

phosphorous host properties of this perovskite.

1 Introduction

Perovskites, and in particular those belonging to the ABO3

family, are a class of materials characterized by a large variety
of cationic and anionic compositions of great interest in solid
state science because of their many possible applications.1–8

Calcium stannate perovskite, CaSnO3, has promising use as a
phosphorous host,9–13 in components of optoelectronic devices,14

in catalysis,15 and as an unconventional luminescent material.16–18

Point-defects of ordered materials represent one of the most
studied topics in materials science, given that they can signifi-
cantly alter physical and chemical properties. Among those, the
oxygen vacancy is clearly one of the most commonly reported
point-defects of oxide-based catalysts.19–28 In particular, a wealth
of information on this subject is available for the prototypical

TiO2 catalyst, in which this defect is ‘‘easily’’ formed in its
reactive type.29–31 Doping (i.e. atomic substitution) is another
popular source of point-defects that, if properly controlled, can
be used to tune some properties of the material.32–37

An oxygen vacancy VO in an ionic material can range
between two ideal limits: neutral, V�O and doubly positively-
charged, V��O , the neutral one being commonly associated with
an F-center (color center) in perovskite structures.38–40 Three
previous theoretical studies addressed the issue of the for-
mation of an oxygen vacancy in the CaSnO3 perovskite. The
first study was carried out by Urusov et al.41 and took advantage
of a classical description of an ionic lattice. The second one
used a high-throughput density functional approach to screen
more than 5000 perovskite structures; among them, Emery and
Wolverton proposed the stability of orthorhombic CaSnO3

and studied the formation of an oxygen vacancy.42 The third
used density functional theory, DFT, calculations of the vacancy
concomitant to lanthanum doping of some alkaline earth
stannates.43

In this study, we characterize the energetic and electronic
aspects of the formation of an oxygen vacancy in the CaSnO3

orthorhombic perovskite by using DFT in the generalized-
gradient approximation (GGA) and with a hybrid approach,
including some non-local exact exchange. We also focus our
attention to Cu-doping given that this element is considered in
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several studies as a tuning medium for catalytic activity, parti-
cularly so in Sn containing structures.44–48 Formation energies
are computed, the electronic structure of the defect-containing
structures analyzed in terms of the projected density-of-states
and the electron charge distribution of the defects investigated in
terms of Mulliken, Hirshfeld-I, Bader and Wannier approaches,
which, when combined, provide a rather comprehensive char-
acterization of the defects.

2 Methodology and
computational setup

All calculations are performed using the Crystal17 program.49–51

We use all-electron atom-centered Gaussian-type-function (GTF)
basis sets, the same as already used in our previous studies
on this system.52,53 They are described by 8(s)6511(sp)21(d),
9(s)763111(sp)631(d) and 6(s)2111(sp)1(d) contraction of primi-
tive GTFs for Ca, Sn and O atoms, respectively. Additionally
for Cu atoms an 8(s)64111(sp)41(d) all-electron basis set is
considered.54 The calculations are performed at the PBE55 and
the PBE056 level. The tolerances for the evaluation of Coulomb
and exchange series are set to 7,7,7,7,14.57 The convergence of
energy was set to 10�8 Hartree for the optimization procedure
using a quasi-Newton optimizer combined with a BFGS algo-
rithm for Hessian updating. The shrinking factor was set to 8 for
the bulk (20 atoms per cell) and to 2 for the 2 � 2 � 2 supercell
(160 atoms per cell) calculations of the CaSnO3 Pbnm structure.

To calculate the formation energies of the defects, we also
simulate bulk CuO and SnO2 and the O2 molecule using the
same computational conditions as the ones adopted for the
CaSnO3 structure. Charge density integration for Bader analysis
was performed adopting the most dense integration grid and
including 10 shells of neighbors as possible attractors58 whereas
the default parameters were used in the Hirshfeld-I iterative
procedure.59 Further information on the structural models used
is given in the subsection below.

Two different ‘‘removal’’ models are here adopted for oxygen
vacancy formation: the first one is based on the complete removal
of the atom and its basis set, hereafter called ‘‘atom removed’’
(AR), the second one involves the removal of the atom mass and
charge but maintains its basis set, henceforth referred to as
‘‘ghost’’ (GH). We will discuss these two schemes when address-
ing the point of whether an oxygen vacancy in CaSnO3 is neutral
(i.e. possibly giving rise to an F-center) or not. To further check the
correctness of our description, both models (AR and GH) are also
used to describe an oxygen vacancy in the orthorhombic Pbnm
CaTiO3 perovskite with the same computational conditions. This
is because this latter system is known to present an F-center, as
other titanates and zirconates, and thus constitute an excellent
benchmark to validate our approach.60–64

2.1 Structural models for oxygen vacancy and Cu doping in
CaSnO3

The primitive cell of the orthorhombic CaSnO3 perovskite con-
tains 4 formula units (20 atoms per cell). The cell contains two

symmetry-independent oxygen atoms: one apical Oap and one
equatorial Oeq, that represent the two possible independent
sites for the formation of an oxygen vacancy VO. Both oxygen
atoms bridge two tin atoms (Sn–O–Sn). At variance with cubic
perovskites, the centro-symmetric orthorhombic structure is
characterized by only 8 symmetry operators, out of which 6 are
lost when the supercell is built so that the supercell only exhibits
the inversion symmetry. This symmetry loss obviously increases
the computational time of the corresponding calculations, and
represents one of the reasons why perovskite-type materials have
often been studied computationally employing cubic or pseudo-
cubic structures.60,63 When modeling the defects (oxygen vacancies
or Cu doping) also the inversion symmetry is lost. A sketch of the
structure of the CaSnO3 perovskite and of the various defect
configurations is given in Fig. 1.

The copper doping calculations require some special care: a
reliable description of spin localization of the strongly-correlated
unpaired d electrons of Cu centers can not be obtained with plain
DFT formulations. Instead, self-interaction corrected formula-
tions of DFT have to be used. In this respect, the most popular
approaches to deal with strongly-correlated systems are the
DFT+U or hybrid functionals.66–68 The corresponding calculations
are here performed with the hybrid PBE0 functional. We have
considered two models for Cu doping: (i) the first one is simple
substitution of tin by copper atoms, without further electronic
compensation; and (ii) the second one is tin–copper substitution
in the presence and vicinity of an oxygen vacancy. In the latter
case, different structural models are considered with different
relative positions of the Cu atom and the oxygen vacancy: (i) Cu as
a first neighbor to the vacancy; (ii) Cu as a second neighbor to the
vacancy with a connecting path of the type Cu–Oeq–Sn–VO; and
(iii) Cu as a third neighbor to the vacancy with a longer connecting
path of the type Cu–Oeq–Sn–VO.

The balanced charge and mass reactions investigated in this
study are summarized in eqn (1)–(3) according to Kröger–Vink’s
notation:

null ����!CaSnO3
Sn00Sn þ V��O þ

1

2
O2ðgÞ (1)

CuOþ 1

2
O2ðgÞ ����!CaSnO3

Cu00Sn þ 2h� þ SnO2 (2)

CuO ����!CaSnO3
Cu00Sn þ V��O þ SnO2 (3)

Eqn (1) refers to oxygen vacancy formation in pristine CaSnO3,
which is accompanied by electronic compensation due to the
reduction of a tin ion formally from Sn4+ to Sn2+. Eqn (2) refers
to the simple substitution of a Sn atom by a Cu atom, compen-
sated by the formation of two electron holes. Finally, eqn (3)
refers to Cu-doping in the presence of an oxygen vacancy. It is
worth pointing out that these are merely charge and mass
balanced equations, using classical charge concepts, here dis-
played to facilitate the discussion.

Let us now briefly discuss some aspects of the electronic
state of the various model structures. Pristine CaSnO3 is a
closed-shell system. We have studied the oxygen vacancy in
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three different ways: (i) as a closed-shell system with a spin-
restricted formulation; (ii) as a singlet within a spin-unrestricted
formulation; and (iii) as a triplet within a spin-unrestricted
formulation. The most stable electronic configuration for an
oxygen vacancy in CaSnO3 is found to correspond to a closed-
shell solution. We have studied all models for Cu-doping
in terms of a spin-unrestricted formulation and found that
the corresponding ground state is a spin-doublet. The spin-
contamination of all explored electronic states has also been
evaluated.

2.2 Electron charge analysis

As anticipated, the electron charge distribution of the system
has been investigated according to four different partitioning
schemes. Indeed, atomic charges do represent one of the most
popular tools for the analysis of electron density. Obviously,

the partitioning of the total electron density into atomic contri-
butions is somewhat arbitrary and can be performed following
different strategies that can be divided into two classes depending
on whether they are based on the electron density itself or its
molecular orbital representation. The simplest scheme belonging
to the second class is the so-called Mulliken partition69 in which
atomic charges q depend on the periodic density P and overlap S
matrix representations in the basis of atomic orbitals (AO) {wm(r)}
as follows:

qA ¼
X
m2A

XM
n

XN
g

Pg
mnS

g
mn (4)

where the second and third sums run over the M AOs of the
reference cell and the N cells of the system, respectively. The
first sum is restricted to the AOs centered on atom A.

The stockholder partition by Hirshfeld dissects the system
into well-defined atomic fragments and the integration of r(r)
is weighted according to a general and natural choice, that is to
share the charge density at each point among several atoms in
proportion to their free-atom densities, at the corresponding
distance from the nuclei.74 The Hirshfeld-I method73,75 has
renewed the interest in the original scheme by eliminating the
need for calculating the promolecular densities which are replaced
with spherical symmetric weight functions, wA(r), optimized
through an iterative procedure. The electronic population assigned
to a center A is then obtained as

qA ¼
ð
Q

wAðrÞrðrÞdr (5)

Complementary to the analysis of atomic charges, two addi-
tional methods have been used to analyze the bonding pattern
of the system: Bader’s Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules
(QTAIM),70–72,92 and Wannier functions (i.e. localized crystal-
line orbitals).76 From the QTAIM, critical points of the electron
charge density are computed and characterized, according to
which the occurrence and nature of chemical bonds can be
discussed. Wannier functions provide information on where the
localized crystalline orbitals are centered.

All these descriptors will be used to get an insight into the
features of the electron charge distribution due to the forma-
tion of an oxygen vacancy in the CaSnO3 lattice, with and without
a Cu substitutional atom.

3 Results and discussion

Let us start by describing the density-of-states (DOS) of the
orthorhombic CaSnO3 perovskite, which will prove useful for the
discussion to follow. The DOS of pristine CaSnO3 is reported in
Fig. 2. The contributions to the top of the valence band (VB) are
mainly due to oxygen p states and the bottom of the conduction
band (CB) to tin s and p states, in agreement with previous
accounts.77–80 The two oxygen types, Oap and Oeq, contribute
differently to the total DOS because of their different concen-
tration (there are 4 Oap and 8 Oeq in the unit cell). In their study
of the CH3NH3SnI3 orthorhombic perovskite, Bernal et al.81

Fig. 1 Graphical representation of the structural models used for (a) the
pristine CaSnO3 perovskite, (b) the apical oxygen vacancy, (c) the Cu for Sn
substitution, (d) Cu doping with the oxygen vacancy as a first neighbor,
(e) Cu doping with the vacancy as a second neighbor, and (f) Cu doping
with the vacancy as a third neighbor. Calcium atoms are not displayed for
clarity. The oxygen vacancy is represented by a dark grey ball.65
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observed that relevant information on the oxidation state of Sn
ions can be obtained from the analysis of the projected DOS.
In particular, the presence of Sn s orbitals near the top of the VB
suggests a formal Sn2+ reduced state while the presence of Sn s
orbitals near the bottom of the CB suggests a formal Sn4+ full
oxidation state. In our case, for the pristine CaSnO3 perovskite,
Sn s states are found at the bottom of the CB thus indicating a
formal oxidation state of Sn4+. A comprehensive orbital analysis
of pristine CaSnO3 has been performed by Mizogushi et al.77

In the following, we will analyze how the presence of different
kinds of defects affects the electronic DOS of the system. In
particular, all of the investigated defects introduce new electronic
energy levels (and thus some DOS) within the main band gap of
the pristine system.

3.1 The oxygen vacancy

3.1.1 Structural aspects. The formation of an oxygen
vacancy in the CaSnO3 perovskite structure induces a series
of structural and electronic modifications involving chemical
bond breaking and rearrangement. Even though these effects
propagate over a long range, they are clearly crucial for first and
second neighbors. A detailed analysis of the structural changes
induced by the formation of an oxygen vacancy, as obtained
from full structural relaxations, is presented in Table S1 of
the ESI.†

First of all, let us discuss the effect that the formation of
an oxygen vacancy has on the cell volume. A low defect
concentration has been investigated (1 oxygen atom out of 96
has been removed), which is consistent with experimental
conditions,82–85 so that the absolute volume change is small
(|DV| = 0.1–0.3%). However, the specific nature of the electronic
state of the defect is found to have a significant impact on the
kind of volumetric response: both a closed-shell singlet and a
spin-unrestricted singlet state indeed produce a volume con-
traction (DV = �0.1%) while a spin-unrestricted triplet state,
where the two unpaired electrons are forced to a spin-up
configuration, results in a volume increase (DV = 0.3%). It is
also seen that the formation of a vacancy in an Oeq site results
in a smaller structural deformation than in an Oap site. Indeed,

the c crystallographic direction is known to be mechanically
softer than the a and b ones, as recently investigated from
anisotropic elastic calculations.52,53 A recent experimental study
also confirmed the importance of detailed directional analysis
for CaSnO3.86 These structural effects turn out to be rather
independent of the particular functional used (GGA or hybrid)
as already suggested.87–90

3.1.2 Electron charge distribution. As recalled in the intro-
duction, several ABO3 perovskites exhibit F-centers upon oxygen
vacancy formation (i.e. two electrons trapped in the vacancy).
In order to check whether or not two electrons are hosted by the
vacancy in CaSnO3, we performed an analysis of the electron
charge distribution with different approaches. Table S2 of the
ESI† reports Mulliken and Hirshfeld-I atomic charges for the
atoms surrounding the vacancy and the vacancy itself. Despite
larger absolute values of the atomic charges obtained from
the Hirshfeld-I scheme compared to the Mulliken one, both
methods provide the same overall picture and trends. In parti-
cular, upon formation of the oxygen vacancy, the neighboring
Sn atoms are found to be reduced by about 35% (i.e. their positive
atomic charges decrease by about 35%). Furthermore, both
approaches describe an ‘‘empty’’ vacancy with no electrons
hosted. The electron density analysis performed on the closed-
shell state and on the open-shell singlet state provides the same
description, thus confirming that the ground state of this defect
is indeed a closed-shell electronic configuration.

We also performed an analysis of the chemical bond pattern
of the defective system based on Wannier functions (i.e. localized
valence crystalline orbitals). From this analysis one gets informa-
tion about where bond orbitals are centered, about what atoms
are involved and about what charge they carry. The centroids
of the bond Wannier functions around the vacancy are given in
Fig. S1 of the ESI.† None of the obtained valence Wannier bond
orbitals is found to involve the atomic functions centered in the
middle of the vacancy but one corresponding to a covalent Sn–Sn
bond with a tiny electron charge of 0.07 |e| at the center, thus
confirming the absence of an F-center. Let us stress that a similar
type of bond has also been found for an oxygen vacancy in the
inverse spinel Mg(Mg,Sn)O4 structure.91 The results of the
Wannier analysis are found to be independent of the particular
functional used and moreover show only little changes from the
Oeq to the Oap sites. In particular, when the vacancy is formed in
an Oap site, the Oeq sites become slightly more ionic while the
other Oap site remains unchanged. The analysis of the degree of
spatial localization of spin-up and spin-down electrons further
confirms the higher stability of the singlet electronic state over the
triplet one, which would be characterized by a very unbalanced
electron distribution.

In order to further corroborate these findings and in parti-
cular the presence of a covalent Sn–Sn bond, we have performed
a sophisticated topological analysis as proposed by Bader in the
quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM). The analysis
is performed with the PBE functional in the GH case. Bader’s
residual charge on the vacancy is found to be 0.098 |e| and a
bond critical point is found at the mid point between the two Sn
atoms. According to all the usual descriptors of the QTAIM it is

Fig. 2 Projected density-of-states of pristine CaSnO3.
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indeed a covalent bond: the Laplacian r2r has a value of
�0.008 a.u., the ratio of the potential energy over the positive
definite kinetic energy |V|/G of 3.04 and finally the ratio between
the total electron energy and the density H/r of �0.166 a.u.92

The main purpose of the detailed analysis of the electron
charge distribution in the defective system was that of checking
whether or not an F-center would be formed in the CaSnO3

perovskite upon removal of an oxygen atom. Clearly, the F-center
does not arise in this system. Instead of being trapped at the
center of the cavity, the two electrons reduce the neighboring
Sn atoms (by about 35%), similar to eqn (1), and the vacancy is
understood as a V��O type.38–40

3.1.3 Electronic structure. We now analyze the electronic
structure of the defective system in terms of band structure and
density-of-states. The band structure and the corresponding
DOS of the defective system, with the oxygen vacancy in a
singlet or triplet spin configuration, are reported in Fig. 3 along
with those of the pristine system in order to highlight the
electronic features introduced by the defect. The electronic
states introduced by the defect are given in red. The pristine
system is characterized by a wide band gap of about 5.6 eV at

the PBE0 level of theory. The formation of an oxygen vacancy
produces some electronic states with energy levels within the
pristine energy band gap. In the singlet spin configuration
(the most stable one; see discussion about the energetics in the
section below), a doubly occupied energy level appears at about
2 eV above the top of the valence band of the pristine system,
which reduces the band gap of the system to about 3.6 eV. The
band structure of the triplet state is more complex with the
formation of three states with energies within the pristine band
gap, two occupied by unpaired spin-up electrons and one empty
at just 0.5 eV above the highest occupied energy level. In all
cases, the defect states are mainly due to s and p orbitals of the
two Sn atoms that are first neighbors of the oxygen vacancy.
This overall picture is almost independent of the particular site
for oxygen substitution and of the way in which the vacancy
is described (AR or GH). Furthermore, the same trends are
obtained also with the PBE functional (obviously with different
absolute values for the band gap).

3.1.4 Energetics. The energetics of the formation of an
oxygen vacancy in the CaSnO3 perovskite is illustrated in
Table 1 as a function of the different electronic configurations
of the defect. The last column of the table reports the electronic
band gap Eg where it is seen that the formation of the oxygen
vacancy results in a reduction of the pristine band gap by about
2 eV (from 5.6 to 3.6 eV). The triplet electronic state would
imply a much lower value of just 0.5 eV as already discussed
from the electronic band structures.

We have computed the formation energy Ef of the oxygen
vacancy from the following reaction in our structural model
that contains 160 atoms per cell in the pristine system:

Ca32Sn32O96 ! Ca32Sn32O95 þ
1

2
O2ðgÞ (6)

Three calculations are needed: on the pristine system, on the
defective perovskite and on the gas-phase oxygen molecule.
From Table 1 we see that the closed-shell and singlet electronic
configurations for the defect are almost energetically equiva-
lent with formation energies of 5.23 and 5.22 eV, respectively.
The triplet electronic state corresponds to a much higher for-
mation energy of 7.02 eV, which implies a lower stability of the
triplet configuration with respect to the singlet one by 1.8 eV.
These values are consistent with those recently reported by
Emery and Wolverton.42 From our calculations, the formation
of an oxygen vacancy in an equatorial site is found to be more
energetically favored over that in an apical site by about 0.1 eV,

Fig. 3 Electronic band structure (left panels) and density-of-states (right
panels) of pristine CaSnO3 (top), and of the defective system with the
oxygen vacancy in a singlet (middle) or triplet (bottom) spin configuration.
In the DOS representation, spin up and spin down contributions are
reported on the right and left of the vertical dashed line, respectively. The
electronic states introduced by the defect are reported in red. For each
system, the Fermi level is set to zero. Calculations were performed with the
PBE0 functional.

Table 1 Formation energy Ef, relaxation energy Er and electronic energy
band gap Eg (all in eV) of the oxygen vacancy in CaSnO3 in different
electronic spin configurations (closed-shell CS, singlet S and triplet T).
Calculations were performed with the PBE0 hybrid functional

Er Ef Eg

Pristine — — 5.6
Exp.77 — — 4.4

O vacancy (CS) �0.33 5.23 3.6
O vacancy (S) �0.33 5.22 3.6
O vacancy (T) �0.23 7.02 0.5
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which is in agreement with what is reported for the CaZrO3

perovskite.93 Let us stress that, from these static electronic
calculations (i.e. performed at 0 K), the formation of the oxygen
vacancy would be energetically not favored. We will discuss
explicitly the effect of temperature on the formation energy of
the defect below.

Table 1 also reports the relaxation energy Er defined as the
energy gain due to full structural relaxation upon vacancy crea-
tion. This quantity basically quantifies the amount of structural
relaxation induced by the formation of the defect. We observe
that the structural relaxation is more evident when the defect is
in the singlet state; the higher electron–electron repulsion of
the triplet configuration indeed does not allow for relaxation as
large as for the singlet configuration. Furthermore, the triplet
state is found to be more ‘‘spin contaminated’’ than the singlet
one. Indeed, in principle, the electronic states obtained from
unrestricted Kohn–Sham DFT calculations are not guaranteed
to be eigenstates of the Ŝ2 operator. The spin contamination DS
can be computed as the difference between the actual value of
the expectation value of this operator and the ideal expectation
value DS = hŜ2i � hŜ2iideal. For singlet and triplet states, hŜ2iideal

would be 0 and 2, respectively. No spin contamination is found
for the singlet state while a spin contamination of 0.005 is
obtained for the triplet state.

3.1.5 Thermodynamics. In order to take into account
thermal effects on the formation energy of an oxygen vacancy
in the CaSnO3 perovskite, and, at the same time, in order to
check the effect of the vacancy on some thermodynamic proper-
ties of the system, we have computed harmonic vibration fre-
quencies of the pristine and of the defective supercell (containing
160 and 159 atoms) systems. The size of the adopted supercell
is such to ensure full convergence of the harmonic thermo-
dynamic properties with respect to the sampling of the phonon
dispersion. Given the high computational cost of these calcula-
tions, the PBE functional has been used in this case. Fig. 4
reports the constant-volume specific heat Cv (left panel) and the
vibrational entropy (right panel) as a function of temperature
as obtained for the pristine system (dashed lines) and for the
defective system (continuous lines). It is seen that the for-
mation of an oxygen vacancy in the CaSnO3 perovskite structure
increases its specific heat by about DCv = 21 J (mol K)�1 in a

wide temperature range (from room temperature up to its
melting temperature) and increases its vibrational entropy,
DS, by an amount that increases with temperature. These values
are reported in Table 2 for selected temperatures. In the same
table, we also report the computed Gibbs formation free energy
of the oxygen vacancy that we have obtained by considering the
formation reaction (7) and by working in terms of the Gibbs
free energy and no longer in terms of the static purely electronic
energy. From the table, it is seen that, as temperature increases,
the formation of the oxygen vacancy becomes more energeti-
cally favorable. Above about 800 K the formation of the defect
becomes spontaneous. For a detailed account of the calculation
of defect formation free energies the reader is addressed to
ref. 94 and 95.

3.1.6 CaTiO3. As illustrated before, all indicators suggest
that no F-center is created in the CaSnO3 perovskite upon for-
mation of an oxygen vacancy: electrons are not trapped in the
vacancy but rather reduce the neighboring Sn atoms. On the
contrary, an F-center is known to occur in the isostructural
orthorhombic CaTiO3 perovskite. In order to check the relia-
bility of our quantum-mechanical calculations, we have also
investigated the oxygen vacancy in CaTiO3. In this case, a signi-
ficant electron density is localized in the vacancy (F-center) and
the most stable electronic configuration is the triplet state and no
longer the singlet state as in CaSnO3. The energy difference
between the AR and the GH description of the vacancy (without
and with basis functions centered on the vacancy, respectively)
was just 0.2 eV for CaSnO3 while it is 1.11 eV for CaTiO3, which
further confirms the need of those functions on the vacancy
because of the residual electron density on that site. The electro-
nic band structures of the different spin configurations of the
oxygen vacancy in CaTiO3 are reported in the ESI.† Moreover, the
3D representation of the spin density of the most stable triplet
case is also given in the ESI.†

3.2 Cu doping

We have already described the structural models that we have used
to investigate the effect of Cu doping in CaSnO3. In particular, we
have studied the substitution of a single Sn atom by a Cu atom
(i.e. from SnO6 to CuO6) without or with an oxygen vacancy in its
spatial vicinity. When the oxygen vacancy and the Cu substitution
are both present, different relative distances are considered: the
Cu atom can be a first, second or third neighbor to the vacancy.

Fig. 4 Constant-volume specific heat (left panel) and entropy (right panel)
of the CaSnO3 perovskite without (dashed line) and with the oxygen vacancy
(continuous line). The calculation is performed with the PBE functional.

Table 2 Gibbs free energy of formation DGf of the oxygen vacancy in
CaSnO3 as a function of temperature. The variations of the constant-
volume specific heat DCv and vibrational entropy DS of the system due to
the vacancy formation are also reported. Thermodynamic properties are
obtained from PBE harmonic frequencies

T (K) DGf (eV) DCv [J (mol K)�1] DS [J (mol K)�1]

0 4.78 — —
300 3.57 21.38 57.93
600 1.60 21.58 72.80
900 �0.68 21.70 81.58
1200 �3.16 21.75 87.83
1800 �8.53 21.79 96.65
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Table S3 of the ESI† illustrates the structural changes
induced by Cu doping in the CaSnO3 perovskite with and
without an oxygen vacancy. The most evident structural change
occurring upon substitution is the elongation of the two Cu–O
apical bonds in the CuO6 octahedron, which produces a local
distortion towards a planar CuO4 configuration. The Sn to Cu
substitution alone (without an oxygen vacancy) results in a
decrease of the cell volume (DV = �0.4%). Also the case in which
a Cu atom is inserted as a first neighbor to the oxygen vacancy
results in an overall decrease of the cell volume (DV = �0.15%)
with respect to the pristine system. However, we observe that,
when the Cu atom is a second or third neighbor to the vacancy,
the cell volume slightly increases (DV = 0.04–0.09%) with respect
to the pristine system.

The Cu atom is in a d9 electronic configuration so that it
hosts one unpaired electron. Fig. 5 reports the spin density
of the different models considered for Cu doping and clearly
shows that the unpaired electron is always very localized on the
Cu and on some of its first neighbors. In particular, the (a) panel
corresponds to the case where there is no oxygen vacancy: the
unpaired electron is mainly hosted in the CuO4 plane with some
spin density also on the two apical oxygen atoms corresponding
to more elongated bonds. Panel (b) shows how higher spin
localization in the CuO4 plane is achieved when one of the two
apical oxygen atoms is removed to form a vacancy (the site of the
vacancy is represented as a small dark grey ball). Panels (c)
and (d) show the spin localization when the Cu atom is a second
and third neighbor of the vacancy, respectively. Because of the

unpaired electron on the Cu center, all investigated configurations
are treated as spin doublets with ideal values of hŜ2iideal = 0.75.
The highest spin contamination (0.039) is found for the Cu
doping case without any oxygen vacancy while the other cases
are characterized by a much lower contamination of 0.003,
0.003 and 0.002, respectively.

As observed in the case of the oxygen vacancy alone, also in
the presence of Cu doping, the vacancy is found not to host
electrons. The Mulliken and Hirshfeld-I analysis of the electron
charge distribution for Cu doping is given in Table S4 of the
ESI.† The effect on the atomic charges of oxygen vacancy
formation in the presence of a Cu substitutional atom is as
follows: while in the non-doped system, the vacancy produces a
reduction of the Sn atomic charge by about 35% (see above),
now the Sn charge is reduced only by about 7%. This is due to
the fact that the Cu atom and its neighboring oxygen atoms are
hosting a large fraction of the extra electrons. Indeed, the
atomic charge of Cu reduces by about 25% while those of its
neighboring oxygen atoms increase by about 10% in absolute
value (with a larger change by about 18% for the apical oxygen
atom). We have analyzed the chemical bonding in Cu-substituted
CaSnO3 by means of localized Wannier functions and of Bader’s
QTAIM. Both approaches reveal that, in variance with the case of
the oxygen vacancy alone, no metal–metal bond is formed in the
presence of Cu substitution. Not only no Cu–Sn bond is observed
when the Cu atom is a first neighbor of the vacancy, but no Sn–Sn
bond is observed when the Cu is a second or third neighbor of
the vacancy. This confirms that the origin of the covalent Sn–Sn
bond when there is the oxygen vacancy alone is due to the
induced reduction of the Sn sites close to the vacancy. In the
absence of a vacancy, the six Cu–O bonds are found to be more
covalent than in the presence of the vacancy. In particular, when
the vacancy is a first neighbor to the Cu atom, the four equatorial
Cu–O bonds are characterized by a much higher ionicity.

The electronic band structure and corresponding density-of-
states of the various configurations of Cu doping here considered
are given in Fig. 6: the Cu doped CaSnO3 perovskite without an
oxygen vacancy (top), with the oxygen vacancy as a first neighbor
of the Cu atom (middle) and as a second neighbor (bottom). It is
seen that, in all cases, the Sn substitution for Cu creates some
electronic states whose energy falls within the pristine gap. This
is particularly so when no oxygen vacancy is present. Copper
states at the top of the valence band are formed as well as states
within the pristine gap, which overall result in a small electronic
energy gap of just 1.8 eV (compared to the gap of 5.6 eV of the
pristine system). When the Cu atom is a first or second neighbor
to the oxygen vacancy, the electronic structure is affected differ-
ently: some extra density-of-states builds up near the top of the
valence band (mainly arising from p oxygen orbitals and dz2 and
dxy copper orbitals) and near the bottom of the conduction band
(mainly arising from dxy copper orbitals and s and p tin orbitals),
resulting in a smaller reduction of the band gap to 4.2 and 3.6 eV,
respectively. The presence of copper d states within the pristine
gap is relevant to potential catalytic applications.96–99 The values
of the electronic energy band gap Eg of the different configura-
tions of Cu doping are given in Table 3.

Fig. 5 Spin density 3D maps (cutoff 0.001 e bohr�3) for (a) Cu substitution
without an oxygen vacancy (b) the Cu atom as a first neighbor to the
vacancy (c) the Cu atom as a second neighbor to the vacancy, and (d) the
Cu atom as a third neighbor to the vacancy. The site of the vacancy is
represented as a small dark grey ball. Calculations were performed with
the PBE0 hybrid functional.
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The energetics of the different doping configurations is given
in Table 3. The relaxation energy Er tells us that the smallest
structural relaxation occurs when the Cu substitution is done
without any oxygen vacancy. When a neighboring oxygen vacancy
is present, the structure undergoes a larger structural relaxation
as the relative distance of the Cu center and the vacancy
increases. This is due to the fact that when the Cu atom is a
first neighbor to the vacancy, the metal–metal covalent bond is
not formed. We have also evaluated the formation energy Ef of
the different defects. The reaction used to compute the formation
energy of the simple Sn for Cu substitution is:

Ca32Sn32O96 þ CuOþ 1

2
O2ðgÞ ! Ca32Sn31Cu1O96 þ SnO2

while the reaction considered for the simultaneous Cu substi-
tution and oxygen vacancy creation is:

Ca32Sn32O96+ CuO-Ca32Sn31CuO95+ SnO2

It proves convenient to evaluate the formation energy of the
oxygen vacancy where the reference system is the Cu-doped

CaSnO3 perovskite. We compute the formation energy ECu
f of

the oxygen vacancy in the Cu-doped system from the following
reaction in our structural model that contains 160 atoms per cell
in the pristine system:

Ca32Sn31Cu1O96 ! Ca32Sn31Cu1O95 þ
1

2
O2ðgÞ (7)

Values for ECu
f are given in Table 3. Comparison with Table 1

clearly shows that the formation of an oxygen vacancy in the
Cu-doped system is much more energetically favorable than in
the pristine CaSnO3 system, particularly so when the vacancy is
a first neighbor of the Cu substitutional atom (in this case, the
formation of an oxygen vacancy is found to be spontaneous also
without thermal effects).

Energetically, the most stable defect configuration is repre-
sented by an oxygen vacancy a first neighbor of the Cu atom,
which confirms the tendency of defects with opposite local
charges to associate.100–102

4 Conclusions

We have performed density functional theory (DFT) calcula-
tions on large structural models to investigate the structural,
electronic, energetic, and thermodynamic properties of two
point-defects in the CaSnO3 perovskite. Hybrid functionals
of DFT have been used, which by including a fraction of exact
non-local Fock exchange allow for a reliable description of spin
polarized systems.

At variance with what is observed in other ABO3 perovskites
(and notably in CaTiO3), no F-center is created upon formation
of an oxygen vacancy in CaSnO3. The two electrons are not
‘‘trapped’’ into the vacancy but rather reduce the neighboring
Sn atoms. A Sn–Sn covalent bond is formed bridging the oxygen
vacancy. The most stable electronic configuration of the oxygen
vacancy defect in CaSnO3 is a singlet, while the triplet polarized
state is higher in energy by about 1.8 eV. The formation of the
oxygen defect is predicted to significantly affect (increase) the
specific heat of the system and to become energetically sponta-
neous above about 800 K.

Upon substitution of an Sn atom by a Cu one in the
octahedral site, the local octahedral site symmetry is distorted
to induce a planar CuO4 configuration with two apical elongated
Cu–O bonds. The copper substitution is found to largely reduce

Fig. 6 Electronic band structure (left panels) and density-of-states (right
panels) of the Cu doped CaSnO3 perovskite without an oxygen vacancy
(top), with the oxygen vacancy as a first neighbor of the Cu atom (middle)
and as a second neighbor (bottom). In the DOS representation, spin up and
spin down contributions are reported on the right and left of the vertical
dashed line, respectively. The electronic states introduced by the defect
are reported in red (the contribution of Cu is represented in blue). For each
system, the Fermi level is set to zero. Calculations were performed with the
PBE0 functional.

Table 3 Formation energy Ef, relaxation energy Er and electronic energy
band gap Eg (all in eV) of Sn for Cu substitution in CaSnO3 without and with
a neighboring oxygen vacancy. The formation energy ECu

f of the oxygen
vacancy in the Cu-doped system is also reported. Calculations were
performed with the PBE0 hybrid functional

Er Ef ECu
f Eg

Pristine — — — 5.6
Exp.77 — — — 4.4

Cu (no vacancy) �0.47 3.33 — 1.8
Cu (first neighbor) �2.17 3.01 �0.33 4.2
Cu (second neighbor) �2.31 4.46 1.13 3.6
Cu (third neighbor) �2.42 4.44 1.10 3.7
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the electronic band gap of the system (by about 3.8 eV). The
combination of the two defects has also been investigated,
according to which the configuration in which the oxygen
vacancy is a first neighbor of the Cu atom is found to be the
most stable one.
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